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The VO aim

• Enable seamless access to the wealth of 

astronomical resources 

• An ambitious goal and no pre-existing model to 
follow

• Pragmatic approach with a few basic principles

– A global VO

– Always keep in mind science usage and 
implementation by data centres

– Fulfil astronomy’s needs but when possible use 
generic building blocks to allow wider interoperability



A global VO

• From the very beginning a fully global 
endeavour

• Neither a French VO nor a German VO, nor an 
Alsacian nor a Bade-Wurtemberg VO

• The VO basis in INTEROPERABILITY

• Global interoperability means world-wide 
agreement

• Hence the International Virtual Observatory 
Alliance



Interoperability: first steps
• January 2002 Strasbourg

OPTICON European WG but 
international participation

First Interoperability meeting – > 
VOTable

CDS/US-VO > Pre-IVOA standard

• June 2002 Garching

– Toward an International Virtual 

Observatory

(ESO/ESA/NASA/NSF)

– Creation of IVOA





Interoperability 

standards

http://www.ivoa.net/documents/index.html

Procedure adapted 

from the W3C

• Note

• Working Draft

• Proposed 

Recommendation

• Recommendation



IVOA organisation











VO status

Evolution of VizieR queries 
through VO standards • Building blocks are 

operational

• Standards and tools ARE 

used

• IVOA priorities 

– 3D data

– Time domain

• Key challenge: uptake by 

users

– Astronomers

– Data Centres



Euro-VO projects

• Organise the European participation in the VO 

endeavour

• Several aspects linked to different 

stakeholders

– Astronomers – VO schools and tutorials

– Data Centres – this meeting (Census: 2008/10/13)

– VO developers – Technology Forums

– Education



CoSADIE

• Collaborative and Sustainable Data Infrastructure 

for Europe - The current Euro-VO project

• A Coordination Action funded by the Capacities 

Programme of the FP7, under e-Infrastructures

• Sept. 2012-Aug. 2014, 480 k€, 5 partners

CNRS, INAF, INTA, UEDIN, UHEI

i.e. France, Italy, Spain, UK, Germany 

ESA and ESO ‘associated partners’



www.cosadie.eu





CoSADIE aims

• Maintain essential coordination activities 

• Prepare for the future

Assess all elements of a sustainable Euro-VO

Activities supported at different levels

• Networking activities, service activities, R&D

• Support to uptake by data centres is an 

essential element



The Euro-VO census of data providers

• Census of European Data Centres (EuroVO-DCA, 
EuroVO-AIDA, 2009, 2010) – Gabriel’s talk

• Inclusive definition : Data Centres populate the VO 
with data and services, service to the community, 
added-value, sustainability, quality

• 69 ‘data centres’ answered

– Data archives, services, theory data and services

– Some of these services are widely used by scientists to 
access to bibliography, data and tools

– The provision of data and services has clearly been 
strongly encouraged by the development of the VO 



Data centres in Europe (and elsewhere!)

• A huge diversity in aims, size and organisation
– large services provided by international agencies, 

with archives of the large ground-based and space
instruments 

– large systematic surveys of the sky, results of large 
simulations 

– generalist data bases and services
– smaller contributions of scientific teams which

share their expertise

• An ecosystem of data and service providers 

willing to share data and knowledge - a 

distributed, heterogeneous system with no 

central point nor hierarchical organisation



Which support to take-up?

• Scientists
– Topical ‘Community feedback’ workshop

– Calls for proposals for advanced usage

– Schools (also at national level)

– On-line tutorials

• Data providers 
– Implementation tools

– On-line tutorials

– Data Centre Schools (also at national level)

– Others?

�Data Centre Forum to discuss requirements and feedback



This meeting aims

Who are you? 

What are 

your expectations and needs 

wrt. the VO?


